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NOTES ON THE SMALL'S SWAMP SHELL HEAP,
TRURO, MASS.
By
Ross MOFFETT

Small's Swamp, which provides the setting for'
the Indian shell heap here concerned, lies at the
bottom of a kettle hole in the High Head, or Pilgrim
Heights, section of Truro. The swamp has an area
of some five acres and is almost entirely covered
with bushes and small trees. Except in very dry
times, shallow water stands at the base of the swamp
growth. Around most of the swamp, knolls rise
steeply to heights of up to 60 feet, but on the west
side of the swamp there is some level to gently sloping ground.
In this latter area stood the farmhouse and
other farm buildings of Warren Small. Sheltered by
large silver poplars, this homestead in the earlier
years of this century had a romantic and beautiful
aspect that perhaps can not be equaled by any place
on the Cape Cod of this day. The Small farm was
abandoned about 1920, and ten years later most of
the farm buildings burned. For a long time now this
section just west. of the swamp has been largely a
confused tangle of brush and fallen poplars, with a
few apple trees and escaping grape vines left as the
only certain evidence of former days of rural
industry.
Small's Swamp Indian site, which is within the
limits of the newly constituted Pilgrim Spring State
Park, stretches for upwards of 325 feet along the
northwestern border of the swamp, the original
western limit of the site being perhaps obscured by
grading in the area of the house site. (Fig. 1, No.5)
Throughout much of its length the site is backed
on its northerly side by a steep slope, but near its
west end, where the site is crossed by an old farm
road, the rise from swamp level is only moderate,
owing to the presence here of an ancient glacial
drainage course leading from the kettle hole northward into the present Salt Meadow. It is in this
westerly quarter that the known shell heap materials
have their greatest thickness, and also their greatest
width, since they here extend back from the edge
of the swamp for about 50 feet.
Most of the work on which these notes are based
was in the western 120 feet of the site (Fig. 1,
No.8), an area covered with vines, willows, poplar
saplings, and larger poplars. At the east end of the
site occurred what was probably an important concentration of camp debris, but this section, being
free of brush and trees, was for the most part dug

out by vacationers ill the 1930s, and so little can be
said about it here.
Certain bare conclusions regarding the cultural
stratigraphy of Small's Swamp site have been advanced by me already in this journal (1957, Table
1). According to this, four occupational periods are
involved: Late Archaic, Middle Woodland, Late
Woodland 1, and Late Woodland 2. This division
and its terminology will be adhered to in what
follows.
The artifacts other than pottery are listed below
without regard to their stratigraphic positions. This
has been done because there are in the collection
objects whose provenances are uncertain or unknown. Further on an attempt will be made to sort
out this miscellanea, in so far as possible.
EXCAVATIONS

The work in the western portion of Small's
Swamp site falls naturally into three categories.
First, there is the sporadic digging which I did in a
1934-36 period, digging notable more for industry
than for production of recorded information. Second, there is the work which I and others did out
in the swamp, and which will be discussed later
under a special heading. Third, there is the digging which I did in the landward part of the site
in 1944, 1948, and 1949. This last period of work,
since it produced the main body of stratigraphic
data from the site, will be gone into here at some
length.
Several areas, which in a majority of cases were
adjacent to sections that had been worked in the
1934-36 period, were carefully troweled from the
top down, with depth measurements made from
the solid top of the shell heap, which was sharply
defined under a thick topsoil. Indian debris varying in thickness all the way from 5" to 53" were
met with in these test areas, or excavations as
they will be called, and there were also differences
in the character of the strata from place to place.
Such being the case, it would be hard to give a
generalized account of the areas in question. It
seems best, therefore, to describe the excavations
one by one and afterwards to attempt a correlation. The locations of the several excavations are
shown in Fig. 1, No.8.
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Farmhouse with Small's Swamp in left background, looking southeast, about 1910.
(Farmhouse burned about 1930)

2

Looking west along the northerly border of Small's Swamp, May, 1958.
(Farmhouse was in wooded area at lor end of Swamp).
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Fig.

EXCAVATION A

This was the largest of the areas and the only
one to yield clearly defined evidence of three of the
four cultural horizons, ascribed to the site. As may
be seen in the figure, there is here a rectangle of
6'x14' lying beside the old farm road which crosses
the westem part of the site. The midden, which
had an average thickness of about 40", was made
uv as follows (Fig. 1, No.3). (1) At the top
occurred a continuous layer of from 5" to 10" of
compact black earth and shell. Associated with this

was a fairly extensive hearth, appearing as a lens
of fine burned material. (2) Below the top stratum,
throughout most of the excavation, was spread a
thickness of some 30" of mottled, black, sandy
earth, with ill defined pockets and lenses of shell,
there being within this deposit no clear cut
demarcations. However, at the south end of the
excavation, and again at the north end, the black
sandy material gave way to a loosely textured
aggregation of flnely broken shell in sandy earth.
This loose fill, in which few artifacts were found,

3
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I believe to have been slope wash from higher
portions of the site, which may have accumulated
around and overlapped the edges of heaps formed
in hut areas. (3) The lowest layer consisted of
dirty brown sand, averaging about 8" in thickness,
and containing scattered artifacts, broken pebbles,
chippings, and bone. This brownish stratum lay on
undisturbed yellow glacial sand.
Most of the shell-tempered pottery was in the
first, or top, stratum. Eighteen occurrences of shelltempered pottery were met with in the first 10"
below the top of the midden. Only two shelltempered sherds were under this level. These last,
very small fragments at depths of 15" and 20", are
like the specimens from the top stratum, probably
being intrusions from there.
Six of the 7 discoveries of grit-tempered pottery
were at depths of from 13" to 22". One grit-tempered sherd, found at the very top of the midden
and too small to classify with certainty, has incised
grooves similar to those found on Late Woodland 2
ware. This suggests that very late pottery was in
a very few cases tempered with material other than
shell. At the 18" and 19" level sherds were unearthed from three Vinette 1 pots (PI. 3, No. 20),
along with 12 fragments of a vessel with stamped
decoration (PI. 3, No. 13). It may be stated that the
specimen from the 22" level was at the greatest
depth, relative to the top of the shell heap~ of any
pottery from the site, excluding some found in
a pit.

Classifiable chipped stone artifacts from the zone
in which shell-tempered pottery predominated
comprise 1 small triangular point and 1 large triangular point.
Flaked stone objects from the zone of grittempered pottery consist of 1 stemmed convex-base
point, and 3 diamond shaped points with long
blades (PI. 1, Nos. 28, 29). Doubtless belonging
here are a side-notched point (PI. 1, No. 32), a
rectanguloid scraper (PI. 1, No. 40), and a slate
pendant (Moffett, 1957, PI. 5, No. 38), although
these last three specimens were slightly below the
lowest pottery.
The stone artifacts attributed here to the prepottery level were all in the stratum of brown sand
at the bottom of the midden, and at depths of from
32" to 40", depths which were 10" to 20" under
the lowest potsherds. Classifiable chipped implements here consist of: 5 small stemmed points
(PI. 1, Nos. 50-52), 2 small triangular points with
concave bases ( PI. I, Nos. 48, 49), 2 narrow
stemmed points (1957, PI. 1, No. 15), 2 small
eared points (PI. 1, Nos. 46, 47), and a broken
celt-like artifact (PI. 1, No. 58). Spearpoints or
knives were present but all too incomplete for
classification. Also from the lowest stratum came
about a double handful of greenish, Mt. Kineolike, felsite chippings.

CHIPPED STONE ARTIFACTS
Quan·
tity
Type
2
Triangular,
small, equilateral
2
Triangular,
small, concave base
15
Triangular, large

Small Stemmed
Stemmed or Cor. Rem.,
convex base
Stemmed or Cor. Rem.,
straight base

8
12
6

Stemmed,
round shoulders
Tapered Stem

3

Diamond

4

Diamond,
long blade
Small Eared

4

Side-notched,
semi-lozenge shape

4

2
2

Length,
lIIustra·
mm.
tion
20-27
PI. I,
Nos. 1, 55
25·31
PI. 1,
Nos. 48, 49
PI. 1,
Nos. 2-6, 42
PI. I,
Nos. 50-53
PI. I,
Nos. 17-21
PI. 1,
Nos. 24, 25,
44, 57
PI. 1,
No. 26
PI. 1,
Nos. 33, 34
PI. I,
Nos. 22, 23,
30
PI. 1,
Nos. 27-29
PI. 1
Nos. 46, 47
PI. 1,
Nos. 31, 32

leaf, convex base
Material
Qtz., Fel.
Qtz.

3

leaf, elongate
leaf, truncated
leaf, side notches
Corner-notched
Ovate

1
1
1
3

Knife, stemmed

4

25-33

1 Saugus Jasper
4 Qtz., 8 Fel.,
2 Chert
Qtz.

38-67

Qtz.

46-63

1 Qtz., 4 Fel.,
1 Qtzite.

Knife, asymmetric,

5

Fel.

unstemmed
Knife, irregular shape

2

Knife, humped back
Drill, stemmed
Drill, eared
Scraper, end
Scraper, rectangular

1
1
1
1
2

Scraper, concave
Scraper, stemmed
Blank

1
1
3

63
37-56

2 Fel., 1 Chert

45-60

3 Qtz., 1 Fel.

43-97

5 Fel., 2 Qtzite.
Fe I.

35-55

Fel.

Knife, notched
Knife, lanceolate

53-65
PI. 1,
No. 35
PI. 1,
70
No. 36
PI. 1, No. 43
58
PI. 1, No. 56
59
PI. 1, No.7
60-65
PI. 1,
Nos. 12, 14
PI. 1, Nos. 57-123
8, 9, 13, 60
PI. 1, No. 59 97
107
1957, PI. 7,
No. 25
45-67
PI. 1
Nos. 37, 38
38-40
PI. 1
Nos. 11, 15
PI. 1, No. 63 77
PI. 1, No. 41 62
PI. 1, No. 45 45
PI. I, No. 16 17
30·50
PI. 1
Nos. 39, 40
PI. I, No. 10
PI. I, No. 54 35
85-100
PI. 1
Nos. 62, 64
PI. 2, No. 15

-

Fel.
Fel.
Fel.
Fel.
Fel.
1 Fel., 2 Qtzite.
Fel.
Gray chert
Qtzite.
2 Qtz., 3 Fel.,
1 Qtzite.
Qtz.
Fel.
Qtz.
Fe I.
Qtz.
Fel.
Chert
Qtz.
2 Fel.
1 Saugus
jasper?

6

9

7
10

/2

/7

26

/8

/9

/5

20

27

23

22

21

29

30

31

..H3

39

'f0

/6

32

25

.yt

33

35

/8

36

3f

'+5

'/6

'u

'19

'+8

J~3

50

51

52

53

5'1-

55

56

58

59

--~-

60

61

62

PI.te 1.

Chipped Stone Artifacts.

63
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EXCAVATION B

Several fragments of a Vinette 1 pot were found
at depths of from 17" to 19", lying on top of the
upper hearth. A small cluster of much eroded,
thick, reddish, grit-tempered sherds, suggestive of
Vinette 1 were unearthed only 8" from the top. The
unexpectedly high situation of this pottery also is
perhaps to be accounted for by the sort of disturbance mentioned above. One very minute, unclassifiable, grit-tempered fragment was found
only 3" from the surface.
Aside from one blank (PI. 1, No. 62) no readily
classifiable stone artifact came from the pottery
levels. Chippings of quartz were plentiful in the
brown sand stratum, but the only artifact from
there is a bone awl.

At the south end of this area of 5'x7', located
between Excavation A and the border of the
swamp, the Indian debris measured 53" in thickness, the bottom here being well below the present
dry surface of the swamp. A top layer of black
earth and shell was encountered, as in the first
excavation. The greater part of Excavation B,
however, consisted of the loose washed material
mentioned from the south end of Excavation A.
Well down in B appeared a layer made up of
whole quahogs, bay scallops, etc. Under these
shells lay brown sand, as at the bottom of Excavation A. Below the brown sand at the south edge
of the area occurred a white, limy, paste-like deposit, a material that seems to be present only where
shells have been under water for a long time.
Two sherds of shell-tempered pottery were
found at depths of 13" and 15". The one specimen
with grit-temper was at the 15" level. The last
has what seems to be a cord-marked interior,
although in other respects it does not resemble
Vinette 1.
A small point dubiously classified as eared was
found at a depth of 10", and a small triangular point
came to light at 12" (PI. 1, No.1). Since all of the
above mentioned artifacts from this excavation
were in the slope wash fill, their value as stratigraphic indicators should perhaps be discounted.
The remainder of the implements from this excavation were in the brown sand stratum. A small
stemmed point was found at a depth of 40" (PI. 1,
No. 53), a stemmed scraper at 46" (PI. 1, No. 54),
and a chipped celt-like object at 48"(PI. 1, No. 61).

EXCAVATION 0

In this 4'x5' area the Indian debris had an average
thickness of 42". The deposits were in general
similar to and in the same order as those encountered in Excavation C. Classifiable artifacts
were few. Three finds of shell-tempered pottery
were made at depths of from 1/1 to 12/1. A minute
grit-tempered sherd was at a depth of only 4/1. As
in the previously described excavation, the upper
section of D seemed to have been disturbed by late
Indians. This was indicated by the fact that large
felsite chips from the same pebble were found in a
vertical range of 5/1.
EXCAVATION E

EXCAVATION C

In this square of 6'x6' the midden thickness varied
from 32" to 42". A top layer consisted of from 2"
to 6" of the usual black earth and shell. Below this
was a 12" to 24" deposit of mottled gray and black
sand, with some shells. Under the mottled sand in
the northwest quarter occurred a hearth, a lens of
fine, yellowish, burned material, having a maximum
thickness of 8". This hearth in part overlapped a
stratum of oyster shells, which in turn overlapped
a second and deeper hearth in the southwest corner
of the area. At the bottom was a layer of brown
sand as in the two excavations previously described.
A profile of the north wall of Excavation C at one
stage is shown in Fig. 1, No.2.
Sixteen finds of shell-tempered pottery (PI. 3,
os. 2, 8) were at depths of from 2" to 14", some
being in the top layer and some in the upper
portion of the mottled sand. It was noticed that
fracrments
from the same vessel had a depth range
to
of 6", which perhaps indicates some disturbance of
the surface by relatively late Indians.

6

A thickness of 2' of debris was met with in this
5'x5' square, an early stage of which is shown in
profile in Fig. 1, No.6. There was the usual top
layer of black earth and shell, which here was
underlain by a somewhat varying deposit of black
earth and black sand, which in turn was underlain
by a stratum of large, whole, oyster shells. At the
very bottom was a thin layer of black sand, the
low brown sand of previous excavations being missing in Excavation E. A hearth was seen high up
in the west wall of the area. Just west of the
excavation, the midden appeared to end against a
steep bank.
A rusty metal button, which seems to be machine
made and probably of fairly late date (post-colonial), was found I" down in the solid midden, well
covered with topsoil. One plain shell-tempered
potsherd was encountered at a depth 'of 7". Tiny
fragments of a grit-tempered pot were found 4"
from the top of the midden. Three other occurrences of grit-tempered pottery ranged from 10"
to 13" down. With the exception of one sherd
having combed markings (PI. 3, No. 17), all of
the pottery is in too bad shape to be classified, save
as to tempering material. The only stone artifact
is a stemmed knife, encountered at a depth of 6"
(PI. 1, No.9).
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Miscellaneous Artifacts.

MISCELLANEOUS STONE ARTIfACTS

Type
Pendant
Gorget
Bannerstone
Rubbing Stone
Mortar
Adz
Celt
Plummet

Quan.
lily
1

2

lIIus-

Remarks

tration

1957, PI. 5, Slate. Notched edges,
No. 38
scratched radiating
lines
PI. 2, Nos. Slate
3,4
PI. 2, No.6 Slate. Broken and
reworked
Granite. Pebble with
one side ground flat
PI. 2,
Slate. Wide depressions
No. 16
ground on -both sides
PI. 2, No.1 Diorite. Poll missing
PI. 2, No.2 Diorite or diabase.
Poll missing
PI. 2, No.5 Dark granulaT rock

Chopper
Notched Chopper-like
Object
Hammerstone, double
ended

4

PI. 2, Nos. Coarse slate
13, 14
PI. 2, No. 9 Red slate---Iike rock

2

PI. 2,
No. 10
PI. 2,
Battered quartz
No. 11
PI. 1, Nos. No. 61 is of felsite
58,61
PI. 2, No.7
PI. 2,
No. 12
PI. 2, No.8
Banded, cylindrical,
natural stone.
Simulates wood

Hammerstone,

spherical
Chipped Celt-like
Object
Limonite Paint Cup
Graphite
Indian Curio

2
2

4
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EXCAVATION F

This excavation was in the thinning northern part
of the site. It began as a trench along an old digging and grew to an area of 115 square feet. In a
portion of the area the midden had a fairly uniform
thickness of 12" and consisted of black earth, which
lay directly on yellow sand. As the work was extended northward the black earth became thinner
and in part was underlain with brown sand. Owing
to variations in thickness, it seems best to deal with
the excavation in two sections.
In the first section, which includes the thicker,
or 12" part of the area, shell-tempered pottery was
found twice at a depth of 3". At the bottom of the
same section a Vinette 1 sherd was associated with
fragments from three other grit-tempered pots.
Similar sherds were found also at depths of 5"
and 7". The grit-tempered specimens bear dentate,
plain rocker (PI. 3, No. 25), and push-and-pull
markings. Two diamond shaped points were found
at the 12" level· (PI. 1, No. 27), while a third diamond point came from a depth of 8" (PI. 1, No. 30).
In the second section of the excavation, the
refuse shrank to a thickness of 5" to 8". Shelltempered pottery occurred twice in the upper half
of the deposit, and grit-tempered sherds turned up
four times in the lower 4". A diamond shaped point
(PI. 1, No. 22) was found in brown sand below
the black earth, at a depth of 6".
The thinner portion of this excavation contained
a pit, shown in cross section in Fig. 1, No.7. One
inch down in black earth and shell in the pit area
was a narrow stemmed point (PI. 1, No. 57), and
one inch below the point were fragments from a
shell-tempered pot. Since the stemmed point is one
of the site's few felsite specimens that show a
weathered patina, its association with late pottery
may, I think, be fortuitous. An eared drill (PI. 1,
No. 45), from the gray sand below one edge of the
pit seems attributal to the Archaic occupation.
EXCAVATION G

Five half days were spent on this somewhat
unprofitable 4'x8' rectangle. A maximum thickness
of 30" of midden was encountered. A top layer of
from 10" to 17" of black earth and shell was underlain by a 4" to 12" concentration of nearly solid
shell, which in turn was underlain by from 3" to
12" of brown sand, the latter appearing to be the
thinning eastern portion of the brown sand mentioned in connection with the bottoms of A, B, C,
andD.
Five occurrences of. thin, cord-marked, shelltempered pottery were met with in the black earth

and shell layer, at depths of from 3" to 14". The only
grit-tempered sherd from this area seems to be
Vinette 1, although the specimen is too small to be
positive about this. While this last was only 12"
down. It was in the solid shell stratum and presumedly is older than pottery at 15" yet still in
the top layer.
The basal half of an asymmetric stemmed knife
came from a depth of 8" in black earth and shell
(PI. 1, No. 13). Two choppers were found at
depths of 15" and 20" (PI. 2, No. 13). A narrow
stemmed point was the only classifiable artifact
from the brown sand layer.
EXCAVATION H

Included in this excavation is the dry land portion of a trench dug in 1949 from out in the swamp
(Fig. 1, No.1), a small area on the east side of
the trench, and a 2'x4' rectangle on the west side of
the trench, the last dug in 1944. The midden had a
general thickness of about 18", divided into a top
layer of black earth and shell, and a bottom stratum
of blackish brown sand and shell. In a part of the
excavation a lens of transported clay lay between
the two refuse layers.
Shell-tempered pottery was found three times in
the black earth and shell. Grit-tempered sherds
came only from the lower or sandy layer. The
latter comprise: one body sherd with push-and-pull
markings (PI. 3, No. 24), from the upper part of
the stratum; and several pieces of a thick walled
Vinette 1 vessel (PI. 3, No. 21), the last distributed at depths of from 16" to 20" from the top
of the midden. The 20" depth marked the
juncture of the lower refuse layer with the underlying yellow sand. In addition a sherd from another
Vinette 1 pot was recorded from this stratum in
1944.
Stone artifacts from the black earth and shell
include a corner-notched point or knife (PI. 1,
No.7) and a stemmed knife (PI. 1, No.8), these
coming respectively from the top and bottom of
the layer. Also found (1944) in this upper geposit
was a concave scraper (PI. 1, No. 10).
In the lower or sandy layer, at a depth of 17",
occurred a stemmed point with a concave base
(PI. 1, No. 19), this artifact being on a level with
and near to the thick Vinette 1 sherds above mentioned. In addition this stratum, in the middle to
top therein, yielded the following: a broad, heavy,
stemmed point (PI. 1, No. 21); a stemmed point
with straight base (PI. 1, No. 24); a leaf shaped
point (PI. 1, No. 35); and a double ended hammerstone (PI. 2, No. 10).
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EXCAVATION I

Five half days were spent on this excavation of
4'x6'. Roots, found in all of the work, were especially bothersome in this area. As usual a top layer
of black earth and shell was present. Below this
was a stratum of whole oyster shells in a brownish
matrix, which had a singular fibrous character from
the inclusion of innumerable fine rootlets. Towards
the bottom of the midden the shells gave way to a
4" to 5" layer of blackish brown sand, apparently
a continuation of the lowest stratum of H. Yellow
sand was struck at from 17" to 19" below the top of
the midden. However, at the south side of the
excavation, a lens of gray sand, apparently containing charcoal, was seen in a very wet situation E"
down in the seemingly undisturbed yellow sand.
Pottery tempered with shell was recorded five
times from the upper 7", one specimen being shown
in PI. 3, No. 1. Rim sherds tempered with grit
were found twice in the blackish brown sand (PI. 3,
as. 14, 15), both being at the 13" level.
Chipped stone artifacts from the upper layer consist of a large triangular point and a long, leaf
shaped knife (Moffett, 1957, PI. 7, No. 25). The
only stone implement from a low level is a stemmed
point with a straight base (PI. 1, No. 44), which
was 3" down in the yellow sand and 7" below the
lowest pottery. This stemmed point is here
assigned to the Archaic period, although with some
hesitation since no other indication of the prepottery occupation occurred in this part of the site.
It may be of interest to state that, in relation to
swamp levels, this excavation gave the lowest pottery from the site, excluding three sherds probably
washed or thrown out into the swamp itself.
EXCAVATION J

The west end of this excavation of 3'x9' (Fig. 1,
No.4), which lay between the bank of the swamp
and ground earlier dug over, almost joined the east
end of the excavation last described. Capped by 2'
of sterile topsoil, the Indian deposits had an average
thickness of 27". As in Excavation I there was an
upper stratum of black earth and shell, underlain
with nearly solid oyster shell, which in turn was
underlain with blackish brown sand. In J, however,
the dark sand had under it 2" to 3" of white limy
material like that found in Excavation B. Below
the white stratum was about 7" of wet, black,
sandy earth, containing some shell and broken
pebbles. The bottom of this last deposit was 26"
below the normal high water mark of the swamp.
In this excavation the edge of the clay lens was

interposed between the black earth and shell and
the dense oyster shell.
Shell-tempered pottery was recorded four times
for the upper 8", with two sherds showing incised
grooves over cord-marking (PI. 3, No.7). Grittempered pottery was found once, at a depth of
17". A leaf shaped knife was met with at the very
top of the midden (PI. 1, No. 14).
EXCAVATION K

This small square, which was dug in 1944, had a
12" thickness of black earth and shell over about
7" of blackish brown sand. One very small piece
of shell-tempered pottery a!!:d two small fragments
of a grit-tempered vessel with push-and-pull markings were found in the upper part of the blackish
brown sand. In the same stratum occurred a rolled
metal bead (Moffett, 1957, PI. 5, No. 16), presumedly of copper, although so corroded that no
fresh copper is still present.
EXCAVATION L

Worked in 1944 and again once in 1948, this
area was a strip of 2'x12' lying between earlier
dug ground and some large trees at the edge of the
swamp. The midden comprised 12" of black earth
and shell over 8" of blackish brown sand. Between
these deposits intruded the edge of the lens of
clay, as in other excavations. Found in the black
earth and shell was a small shell-tempered potsherd and a similar sherd tempered with grit, the
latter being too small to otherwise classify. From
the top of the midden came a small scraper (PI. 1,
No. 16) and what, for want of a better term, is
here called an irregular shaped knife (PI. 1, No. 11).
From the lower stratum came fragments of a reddish grit-tempered pot, possibly of Vinette 1 type.
Some large pebbles and whole oyster shells were
down 7" in the underlying yellow sand.
POTTERY

The pottery from Small's Swamp site falls into
one or another of the several categories of
ceramics of Cape Cod which I have earlier
described (1957). It will suffice here to do little
more than list the particular examples in each
category as found at the present site.
Early and Middle Woodland Pottery-Vinette 1,
or interior cord-marked, sherds occurred with relative frequency at the lowest pottery level of the
site. The specimens vary in thickness from 7 mm.
to an extreme of 17mm. (Pl. 3, Nos. 20, 21).
An example of the more usual grit-tempered pottery (PI. 3, No. 13) shows direct stamping on the
9
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outside of the rim, and the push-and-pull technique, with the same stamp, on the body. Direct
stamping is shown also by PI. 3, No. 15, where the
means was a very small scallop shell. I have
shown elsewhere (1957, PI. 3, No. 38) an example
of fine herringbone dentate from this site. The
push-and-pull practice is figured again by a rim
sherd in No. 10 of the plate last referred to. Pushand-pull with a scallop shell is shown in PI. 3,
No. 24.
There is from Small's Swamp one rude example
of dentate rocker stamping (PI. 3, No. 14), as well
as two specimens of plain rocker work (PI. 3,
Nos. 18, 25). One rim sherd bears obscure diagonal
marks or gashes (PI. 3, No. 23). Only one rim
fragment exhibits an applied fillet (1957, PI. 3,
No. 22). A cord-marked exterior with a plain
interior occurs on one rim section (PI. 3, No. 22),
which in some respects is suggestive of Vinette 1.
One rim sherd (PI. 3, No. 19) and several body
sherds show no decoration. All of the pottery so
far mentioned, with the exception of Vinette 1, has
a smooth to lumpy inside surface, scoring or channeling of the interior being absent.
Late Woodland 1 Pottery-In so far as can be
determined from rather small specimens, this pottery at Small's Swamp exhibits the coarse shelltemper and other characteristics ascribed already to
ceramics of this horizon on Cape Cod (1957, p. 6).
If there is an exception to this, it is that some of
the rims from Small's Swamp were everted rather
than straight. PI. 3, Nos. 4, 9 show examples with
cord-marked exteriors. Other sherds seem to be
marked with fabric or netting. PI. 3, Nos. 5, 6, 10,
and 11 depict specimens decorated with a cordwound-stick. One rim sherd and several body
fragments are marked with a scallop shell (1957,

PI. 6, No.6). A rim piece from a very small pot
bears marks too obscure to be classified (PI. 3,
No. 12). In a majority of cases interiors are
channeled.
Late Woodland 2 Pottery-Although found in a
much broken condition, this pottery also from
Small's Swamp shows features which I have earlier
described (1957, p. 8). Even in very small fragments this pottery is usually separable from the
earlier shell-tempered ware by its finer shelltemper, its relative thinness, firmness, and relative
smoothness of interiors. While exteriors are usually
cord-marked, a few small sherds are plain. Specimens from four pots were broken in such a way
as to show characteristic incised grooving over the
cord-marked exterior (PI. 3, Nos. 1, 2, 7). Combing or trailing, such as occurs on very late pottery at
sites farther south on the Cape (Muddy Creek and
Hemingway) does not appear on the exterior of the
Small's Swamp sherds, although some interiors
(PI. 3, No.8) have the fine parallel striations I
have mentioned as possibly indicative of a
smoothed-over scraping with a fine comb-like object (1957, p. 8).
Unclassified Pottery-Several specimens are without data and doubtful as to classification and provenience. Among these is a shell-tempered rim
sherd (PI. 3, No.3), a thin grit-tempered body
sherd marked with what seems a knotted fabric
(PI. 3, No. 16) and a grit-tempered body sherd
having wavy combed lines (PI. 3, No. 17).
In what follows, a "find" or "occurrence" of pottery involves from one to several fragments belonging to one pot and found on the same level. Often
the pottery was so crumbly that it was meaningless
to actually count the pieces.
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OTHER EXCAVATIONS OUTSIDE OF THE SWAMP
In September, 1951, I started a test 30' southwest
of Excavation D and 40' west of the edge of the
swamp. Thirty inches of, perhaps slope wash,
sand were first encountered. Below this was a
deposit of broken shell in black earth, which was
penetrated for 28" before water was struck and
digging had to be stopped. The bottom of the
shell heap was thus not reached. No artifacts
were found.
Two half-days were spent in October, 1951, in
excavating a 3'x8' area in low ground about 200'
west of the southwest comer of the swamp. There
was a top stratum of 19" of loam and scattered
shells, with small pieces of brick, coal, etc. Under
this was a 5" layer of compact trampled shell.
which in tum was underlain with 4" of black dirt
grading downward into dark brown sand. A Vinette
1 potsherd was found 23" from the surface, and a
broken gorget (PI. 2, No.3) was discovered somewhat lower, or 2" above the yellow sand. This
area mayor may not have been connected originally
with the main shell heap.
A widening-out concentration of camp refuse at
the extreme east end of the Small's Swamp site is
shown in Fig. 1, No.5. As already noted, there is
little information regarding this part of the site.
A record of only four half days work is at hand.
Coarse grit-tempered pottery, resembling Vinette 1,
was found thrown out by other diggers. Small
sherds of shell-tempered pottery with plain, smooth
surfaces were met with at a relatively high level.
A mortar (PI. 2, No. 16) was found where discarded
by others. A notched knife of dark gray chert
(PI. 1, No. 59), which had fallen out of the top
part of shell heap material into which someone had
tunneled with a shovel, probably represents one of
the Late Woodland periods. A large knife (PI. 1,
No. 60) and part of a large celt (PI. 2, No.2), both
coming from black earth and shell layers, in this
east part of the site are of unknown associations.

very small points from this zone, in so far as they
go, are what one expects from Late Archaic components on Cape Cod. If there is anything out of
the ordinary, it is that fresh, not patinated, felsite
occurs at Small's Swamp in an Archaic level.

COMMENT ON STRATIGRAPHY

Whether there was a use of both shell-tempered
and grit-tempered pottery at the same time is a
troublesome question not definitely answered by
present data. Five occurrences of shell-tempered
pottery are from the lower ceramic zone and six
finds of grit-tempered ware are from the upper
pottery zone. With few exceptions the sherds in
the above instances are 1 cm. or less in size, and
for the most part they are unclassifiable except by
tempering material. After considering the chances
for such small fragments working down along roots

Despite variations in the thickness of the site
and in the nature of the strata, a pattern of typological stratigraphy is disclosed by the excavations.
The data from the several portions can be broadly
correlated and referred to three vertical zones. The
lowest, or Late Archaic, zone appears to coincide
with a layer of brownish sand found at the bottoms
of Excavations A, B, C, D, and G. Thus this early
camp seems to have been restricted largely to the
general area traversed by the old farm road. The
12

Lying well above the Archaic in the deep excavations near the old road, and immediately over
sterile yellow sand in Excavations F, H, and I, is a
level which I have called Middle Woodland,
although just possibly it was Early Woodland at
the start. From this zone came 28 of the 34
recorded finds of grit-tempered pottery, the specimens from this zone being either interior cordmarked or those usually bearing some form of
stamped decoration. At least two of the shelltempered sherds from this zone seem to have been
intruded from a higher level. Chipped stone points
from the Middle Woodland component are predominately of forms based on the diamond, this
primary shape being often undercut to give a stem
contracting to a convex base or to a pointed base.
A straight stem with a straight base is somewhat
rare from this site. The single plummet from the
site was definitely associated with the Middle
Woodland debris.
We now come to the matter of dividing the top
zone into two sections with chronological import.
This seems necessary if the site is to be viewed as
in the general context of Cape Cod archaeology.
From a careful inspection of all fragments of pottery from the several excavations, it appears that
the Late Woodland 1 period is represented by
nearly all specimens from Excavation A and by
sherds found in the central part of the site in 193436. On the other hand Late Woodland 2 potsherds
predominate from Excavations C, G, I, and J. Other
excavations did not yield enough classifiable shelltempered pottery to justify an opinion in this connection. We thus seem to have in the top level a
horizontal typological stratification, which may have
had some element of overlap.
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or mice burrows, of their being brought up by shallow pitting by relatively late Indians, and of their
having been moved by slope wash, I believe most of
the~e cases are explainable as intrusions. However,
in two or three instances there is at least a suggestion that vessels of Late Woodland 2 vintage were in
rare cases tempered with grit, as was a pot of this
kind from Barnstable, reported by Bullen and
Brooks in this Journal (Vol. 10, No.1).
EXCAVATIONS IN THE SWAMP

An interstratification of shell heap materials with
peat came to light in the dry summer of 1944, owing
to my digging test pits in the swamp itself. Drought
conditions came again in 1949, and in August of that
year I put through a trench in the area of the test
pits of 1944. In the following September Frederick
Johnson and I reopened the trench to check the
data already obtained and to take samples of peat
for a pollen count. Late in 1949 Johnson returned
to the site, bringing Dr. Elso Barghoorn, the late
Dr. Kirk Bryan, and several students of the latter.
At this time the trench was again reopened, for
observation and for taking more samples, an operation somewhat hampered by cold and by the fact
that the swamp was less dry than it had been in
September. On two or more occasions during the
next four years further samples of peat were taken
with an auger by Dr. Barghoorn and by the late
Patrick Butler who had started to work on the
pollen analysis.
The immediate concern with the swamp was to
obtain data on which to base an estimate of the
age of the Indian deposits below the peat. This
primary interest, however, has led into what are
perhaps no less important questions involving
geology, botany, and paleontology, problems whose
answers are doubtless held by the swamp fill.
Unfortunately, at this writing the pollen count has
not been completed and nothing very definitive has
come from the work. I am informed, though, of
the following. It is believed that the fresh water
level of inland depressions on Cape Cod has been
controlled for a long time by sea level; as sea level
has risen, so has the fresh water table, thus permitting accumulations of fresh water peat, as in
Small's Swamp. This long-term rise has gone on
despite fluctuations due to evaporation, as in 1949,
and precipitation, as in 1953 when 20" of water
stood over the peat. The surface of the peat (Fig. 1,
No.1, right end) is 4W above mean sea level, and
the water level is sometimes as much as 5W above
mean sea level. A boring disclosed corn pollen in

fresh water peat at 7W below the surface of the
peat, or at about 3' below mean sea level. Another
boring struck bottom in fresh water peat at 13'
below the surface of the peat. It is known that
peat extends deeper than this. The nature of the
pollen profile suggests that the Indian occupation
of the Small's Swamp area was periodic rather than
continuous.
A longitudinal section of the trench, with its dry
land extension, a simplified copy of Johnson's drawing of 1949, is shown in Fig. 1, No. 1. The top, or
modern sandy peat, layer in the swamp contains no
Indian material and obviously represents the accumulation of post-Indian times. Below this modern
peat in the south part of the trench lies the upper
black stratum, carrying shells and broken stones.
This layer is slope wash from shell heap higher up
on the site and doubtless formed during late prehistoric days. The 24" of peat under the upper
black material carries very few Indian traces, and it
thus appears to have been laid down during a time
when the site was not intensively occupied. This
peat in its upper 14" is fibrous and burns with
almost no mineral residue, but in its lower 10" the
peat is sandy and ignites with difficulty. The lower
black stratum is shell heap refuse which appears to
have formed on then dry glacial sand like that
presently under the higher part of the site. North
of, but seemingly connected with, the lower black
layer is a shell dump, the top of which has been
modified by wash or by a late addition of shells,
since it shows a small projection out over the
fibrous peat.
Unfortunately, the strata in the swamp can not
be definitely connected with artifact types or sets
of types. A small plain potsherd tempered with shell
and a small fragment tempered with grit and bearing dentate marks were found, respectively, at 6"
and 8" down in the fibrous peat, both probably
having been either washed or thrown into the
swamp. A tiny piece of what appears to be
Vinette 1 ware was 6" down in the shell pile at the
north end of the lower peat, but this sherd, too,
could have come from higher ground. Despite this
dearth of artifacts, it seems to me probable that in
the area of the trench the lowest known Indian
debris fall within ceramic times. For there is no
present evidence from Cape Cod of black midden
deposits from the pre-ceramic, or Archaic, period.
A trench some 50' west of the present one would
almost certainly go through an Archaic level,
although this might be hard to recognize under
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swamp conditions, barring a dredging up of actual
artifacts. The chronological position of the trench
materials relative to the corn pollen found at a
depth of 7Jfl is unknown.
A depth of 81" below datum, or 62" under the
dry surface of the swamp, is the lowest point at
which observations could be made above water in
September, 1949, although shell heap or wash from
shell heap certainly goes somewhat lower. However, an auger boring in line with the trench but
42' out in the swamp, which went through 9Jfl of
peat before striking sand, brought up no shells.
TRANSPORTED CLAY
While the presence of the gray, so-called Gardiners clay in local shell heaps is not unusual (Moffett, 1949, Vol. II, No.1, P. 11), the quantity of this
material at Small's Swamp was out of the ordinary.
The lens of this clay has been mentioned in respect
to Excavations H, J, and L, and it was met with in
the work of 1934-36. With one narrow break it
extended for at least 48' along the long axis of the
site, its maximum width being 10' and its greatest
thickness being 8". Rough calculation indicates
the volume of this clay to have been from 2 to 4
cubic yards. The clay was interposed between the
Middle Woodland debris ~d that of the Late
Woodland periods. There is no evidence that this
was a house floor. At the present time the closest
natural outcrop of such clay is in the cliff at Highland, in Truro. Similar sticky gray clay, however,
appears to lie under much of the lower Cape, and
possibly it was formerly exposed near Small's
Swamp, in or at the foot of some of the bluffs surrounding High Head, bearing in mind that these
were eroding sea cliffs no great time ago.
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SUMMARY

When Small's Swamp site was first occupied the
water level was several feet lower than at present,
so that much shell heap material that accumulated
near the earlier border of the swamp w now below
the water table, except in extremely dry summers.
At least TJY of peat have accumulated in the swamp
since Indians started to raise corn in the general
area of the site. The earliest known inhabitants
arrived in the Late Archaic period, and they are
represented by the very small stone points and
other artifacts shown in Fig. 1, Nos. 44-54, 58, 61.
N ext came a Middle Woodland occupation, which
was marked by the use of the several types of grittempered pottery shown in Pl. 3, Nos. 13-15, 18-25
and by such stemmed points and additional stone
implements as are shown in Pl. 1, Nos. 17-43. Following this came a Late Woodland 1 period,
characterized by the employment of the pottery
tempered with coarse shell illustrated in Pl. 3,
Nos. 4-6, 9-12 and by the triangular points and
other obiects shown in Pl. 1, Nos. 1-16. The last,
or Late Woodland 2, occupation saw the use of the
pottery tempered with finely broken shell of Pl. 3,
Nos. 1, 2, 7, 8, with about the same stone tools,
however, as in the preceding period. Owing to its
sheltered location the site was probably resorted to
in the winter. In the summer it seems likely that
the occupants moved to nearby higher ground, to
in some measure escape mosquitoes and to be near
their corn patches.
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THE MEANING OF MEMBERSHIP
By

EUGENE

C.

WINTER

The Massachusetts Archaeological Society was
formed as a voluntary association of individuals
with mutual interests in archaeology and the preservation of antiquities. These individuals realized
that through organization certain common objectives and standards could be achieved. Amateur
and professional archaeologists cooperated in the
task of stating the ideals which all members of the
Society should seek to attain. The By-Laws of the
Massachusetts Archaeological Society represents
the philosophy, objectives, structure and standards
of behavior agreed upon by those who first met at
Andover in the spring of 1939.

and chapter chairmen to see that each new member
understands this. Only when a site can be excavated
with control, and properly and adequately recorded,
is a member justified in digging at all. The work
of a professional archaeologist is a complex task
presupposing talents, skills and a knowledge of
many methods and techniques. A person interested
in excavating should place himself under competent leadership and attempt to acquire the
knowledge and skill necessary for such work. There
can be no excuse for substandard work when we
have within our Society the means to do an excellent job.

When the Society stated its philosophy and
objectives it placed certain demands upon the
individuals which made up its membership. The
same is true today. A person applying for membership indicates to others that he subscribes to these
objectives. This involves more than mere agreement,-the person is committed to upholding these
ideals, and further, is responsible to the Society for
his behavior. Since the day on which the Society
was founded, all members are thus morally bound.

An educational program has been established to
inform the general public so that our work will be
understood and archaeological sites, materials and
information will be preserved. We also wish to
~provide for a well-informed membership.
It is our policy to discourage the collection of
artifacts for commercial purposes and also the
hoarding of artifacts for the satisfaction of owning
them. Every item purchased, or even traded,
implies that at least two people place other than a
scientific value on an artifact. We should emphasize the meaning of archaeological material rather
than the collecting of it.

The purposes for which the Society was formed
become the purposes of each of its members. As a
Society we attempt to stimulate the study of
archaeology, particularly in Massachusetts. We
seek to promote scientific research· in place of
unsystematic and unorganized endeavors. The
Society publishes a bulletin and newsletter, holds
meetings on a statewide and local basis, and operates a museum for the purpose of disseminating
scientific knowledge. The officers of the Society
have worked hard and long to establish and maintain the various programs and services by which
we all benefit.
We seek to conserve sites from destruction so
that they may be scientifically excavated. Therefore, none of our members should become engaged in willful destruction in the form of looting,
exploitation, neglecting to record, or producing
inadequate records. It is the duty of the officers

The Society expects that every individual member
will participate within the limits of available time,
level of interest, and motivation but always according to the philosophy and objectives and standards
of the Society in which he is a member.
As a Society, we have a responsibility to society
in general to preserve our prehistoric heritage and
present it as a permanent record for the benefit of
future scholars. We shall lay ourselves open to
severe criticism in the present and the future if we
fail in any way to do this. Therefore, every member is charged with the responsibility of making
effective the ideals for which the Massachusetts
Archaeological Society was formed more than
_twenty years ago.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
One of the more pressing problems confronting well-conducted archaeological
field work is the avoidance of any outside interference while the operation is in
progress. A tolerance of numerous casual visitors often results in accidental
damage by the curious and subsequent outright vandalism by the pot hunters.
A group is indeed fortunate in securing an unmolested isolated site for the
project but, generally speaking, only exposed or semi-exposed areas are presently
available.
The problem is complicated by the fact that many predominantly amateur
digs revolve around early evening and week-end performance. This fact alone
should promote due reticence as the site cannot be adequately policed during
the many hours of inactivity.
The ability to correctly complete and accurately evaluate the results of any
archaeological site depends not only on the efficiency and skill of those involved
in the actual enterprise but is also influenced to a great degree through freedom
to work unhampered by any distractions from outside sources.
This consideration has led experienced professional archaeologists to avoid
undue publicity in any form until the field operation is definitely completed.
Only then is widespread publicity welcomed. Unfortunately this important
factor has not generally been observed in Massachusetts, and has led to several
unhappy incidents of a more or less serious nature.
One objection to a curb on publicity during the actual field work is an
understandable desire to interest and secure new members through this medium
who can, in turn, be indoctrinated in the proper and accepted methods of excavation. Any advantage to be gained in this manner is often more than offset by
the harm that may accrue from undesirable sources. There are other and more
desirable means of securing new memberships.
Under the most favorable circumstances it does not take long for news of a
project to spread throughout the surrounding territory and it would certainly be
politic to conduct the actual operation with as little accompanying publicity as
possible, thus insuring a proper result from the considerable effort involved.
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